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Abstract In the development of open-source software (OSS), many developers use badges to give an over-
view of the software and share some key features/metrics conveniently. Among various badges, quality assur-
ance (QA) badges make up a large proportion and are the most prevalent because QA is of vital importance
in software development, and ineffective QA may lead to anomalies or defects. In this paper, we focus on
QA badges in open-source projects, which present quality assurance information directly and instantly, and
aim to produce some interesting findings and provide practical implications. We collect and analyze 100,000
projects written in popular programming languages from GitHub and conduct a comprehensive empirical
study both inside and outside QA badges. Inside QA badges, we build a category for all QA badges based
on the properties they focus on, which shows the types of QA badges developers use. Then, we analyze the
frequency of the properties that QA badges focus on, and property combinations, too, which present their
use status. We find that QA badges focus on various properties while developers give different preferences
to different properties. The use status also differs between different programming languages. For example,
projects written in C focus on security to a great extent. Our findings also provide implications for developers
and badge providers. Outside QA badges, we conduct a correlation analysis between QA badges and some
software metrics that have potential relationships with code quality, contribution quality, and popularity.
We find that QA badges have statistically significant correlations with various software metrics.
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1 Introduction

Open-source software (OSS) is prevalent [1–3], providing a range of services and products for companies,
governments, and educational organizations [3]. Meanwhile, various OSS development platforms have
been developing rapidly, such as GitHub1) To help developers better maintain and understand software
evolution, OSS development platforms often encourage the documentation of each project with a basic
introduction. For example, on the most popular OSS platform, GitHub, developers often maintain a
profile README to describe an overview of each project, such as its basic information, installation
guidelines, or announcements, which can help users and contributors get to know the project more easily.

In addition to the traditional textual descriptions, more and more projects have included badges in
their README files. A badge is an image like buildbuild passingpassing , describing a certain property/properties of the
project. Each badge is supported by an external service provider, who provides the image and presents
information on it. Typically, a badge can describe information on QA, dependency management, etc.

The increasing popularity of badges has also gained attention from researchers. In particular, Trockman
et al. [4] present the first large-scale empirical study on badges in the npm ecosystem and confirm

*Corresponding author (email: haodan@pku.edu.cn)
1) https://github.com/. Since this paper covers many tools and websites, we do not give their links whenever they occur but put

them in Appendix A together.
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that many badges are indeed reasonably reliable signals for both users and contributors. Their work
further summarizes five common types of badges, detailing QA, dependency management, information,
popularity, and support. Among them, QA badges are the most prevalent and make up the largest
proportion of all badges. For example, 31.5% of their studied projects adopt the build status badges that
are provided by Travis CI. Such an observation is expected since QA is essential for OSS. To date, quality
assurance has been studied extensively in the literature [5–9], and various QA tools have been proposed
and integrated into OSS platforms, which further leads to the prevalence of QA badges.

However, although QA badges have been widely used in practice, their use status in the wild or their
practical impact on quality assurance remains unknown. While Trockman et al. [4] performed the first
study on overall badges, no previous work has focused specifically on QA badges. Inspired by them, in
this paper, we present the first comprehensive study on QA badges in OSS to investigate their use status
and implications in practice. We first construct a large-scale dataset consisting of 57,363 QA badges
collected from the top 100,000 popular GitHub projects in 10 popular programming languages. Then, we
build a categorization of the properties that QA badges focus on. Based on these data, we conduct our
empirical study both inside and outside QA badges.

First, we conduct analyses inside QA badges. Specifically, facing various QA badges in an open-source
ecosystem, we are curious about what software properties (e.g., maintainability, security) developers are
focusing on and the use status of different badges and properties. Since we do not even know what
kinds of QA badges developers commonly use, we first describe the full picture of existing QA badges
by building a category of the properties that QA badges focus on, which can help in understanding well
the current state of QA in OSS projects. Then, after having an overall understanding of QA badges and
building a category, we observe the frequency of each badge category. We aim to find their use patterns,
including the use status of properties, property combinations, and use status in projects written in
different programming languages. We find that QA badges focus on various properties while developers
assign different preferences to different properties. The use status in different programming languages
also differs; for example, projects written in C focus on security to a large extent. Our findings also have
implications for developers and badge providers.

Second, besides analyses inside QA badges, we conduct analyses outside QA badges, that is, to
investigate the correlation between QA badges and some software metrics. We select some metrics that
should have a potential relationship with software code quality, contribution quality, and popularity. We
expect the metrics to have correlations with QA badges or be impacted by QA badges. We conduct
correlation analysis on QA badges and software metrics, and the experiments are conducted (1) between
projects with and without QA badges and (2) between projects with QA badges and their previous
versions, where QA badges have not been introduced. We find that QA badges are correlated with
bug-related metrics, metrics related to testing code contributions, and popularity-related metrics.

In summary, we contribute (1) a large dataset containing 100,000 popular GitHub projects written in
10 popular programming languages and their 57,363 badges, (2) a categorization of all the properties that
QA badges focus on, (3) a large-scale and in-depth analysis of the use status of QA badges/properties,
and (4) analyses of the correlation between QA badges and other project metrics that have potential
relationships with software code quality, contribution quality, and popularity. Our replication package is
available on our website https://github.com/Spiridempt/Badge.

2 Background, Methodology, and Research Questions

In this section, we briefly introduce badges and QA badges and then present our research methodology
and research questions.

2.1 Background

Badge. In OSS development practice, to give an overview of the project and share some overall inform-
ation, developers usually create a profile README. As the README is often the first item a visitor
will see when visiting the repository, it is important to write it well. README files typically address
(1) what the project does, (2) why the project is useful, (3) how users get started with the project, (4)
where users can get help with the project, and (5) who maintains and contributes to the project.

To show such information clearly and conveniently, lots of projects introduce badges in their README
files. Specifically, a badge is a special image like buildbuild passingpassing , and each badge usually has a service provider

https://github.com/Spiridempt/Badge
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that provides the specific information of a project, and the service provider also provides the image of a
badge. For dynamic badges, the information is dynamically updated by the provider and the image is
also dynamically updated. Then, through the image link in the README file, the project can present
current information. Typical examples of dynamic badges are those showing the number of downloads or
the current code coverage. For static badges, the information is often fixed, and the image need not be
updated dynamically. Typical examples of static badges are those badges showing the license or giving
links for donations.

QA badge. Among the many badges, some are related to the QA of the project. In this paper, we
define these kinds of badges as QA badges. For example, buildbuild passingpassing is a badge provided by Travis CI,
which shows the current build status of the project, and coveragecoverage 97%97% is a badge provided by Coveralls,
which shows the current code coverage.

The reasons developers use QA badges include but are not limited to: (1) Using badges is a better
way to present characteristics than providing some links for inspection. (2) The metrics on badges can
encourage developers to optimize their code to show better metrics (values). (3) Clear badges and good
metrics can attract more contributors to participate in project development [4, 10].

In contrast to the wide use of badges in practice, few studies have investigated badges (especially QA
badges) and their use in practice. To our knowledge, Trockman et al. [4] present the only large-scale
empirical study on badges in the npm ecosystem and confirm many badges are indeed reasonably reliable
signals for users and contributors. Among the various badges, QA badges are the most prevalent, making
up the largest proportion of all badges because quality assurance is of vital importance in OSS. Therefore,
we focus on QA badges in this paper and aim to make in-depth analyses.

2.2 Methodology and Research Questions

Before analyzing QA badges in open-source projects, we illustrate our experimental methodology and
research questions in this section. Figure 1 shows the overview. Note that all data and analyzing scripts
are on our website for reproduction.

Identifying popular languages1

Collecting projects2

Extracting badges3

Analyzing categories4

Analyzing frequency5

Statistical analysis6

RQ1

RQ2

RQ3

Inside

Outside

Figure 1 Methodology Overview.

Following previous study [4], we collect a dataset from GitHub. Since GitHub is widely used by
developers to host open-source projects, it reflects real-world development practice.
Step 1: Identifying popular languages. As different programming languages have different QA
characteristics, it is natural to consider programming languages when collecting data (i.e., stratified
sampling [11]). According to the State of the Octoverse Report2), we select the top 10 most popular
programming languages in 2021, i.e., JavaScript , Python, Java, TypeScript , C#, PHP , C++, C , Shell ,
and Ruby .
Step 2: Collecting projects. To conduct stratified sampling, for each programming language, we select
10,000 projects with the largest number of stars, which results in amassing 100,000 projects in total. The
reason we choose popular projects is that they are relatively active and mature and are expected to have
good QA status, but this is a source of potential bias that may affect the degree to which we can generalize
from the findings. The discussion of this threat is in Section 6. It is worth noting that in the collecting
process, to avoid unclonable and repeated repositories, we skip private repositories, forked repositories,
and non-software repositories as previous work [4,12,13] has done and stop until we succeed in gathering

2) https://octoverse.github.com/
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10,000 projects for each programming language. For each of these projects, we clone it locally and collect
its metadata, such as #commits, #watches, #stars, and #forks. The collecting date is Aug 5, 2021.
Step 3: Extracting badges. After manual checking, we follow previous work [4] to extract QA badges
in Steps 3 and 4. Most projects use Markdown expressions in README to insert badges, i.e., [![Badge
Name](Badge Image Link)](Service Link). However, some projects use HTML tags or other methods to
insert badges. Therefore, to avoid the loss of badges, we first convert all README files to an HTML
format using Pandoc3). With this step, all kinds of badges are said to be converted to img tags in HTML
files.

Then, we regard “Badge Name + Domain Name (in Service Link)” as the identifier of a badge. Note
that images other than badges also have three corresponding components (Image Name, Image Link,
and Image Service Link). Therefore, this procedure introduces lots of other images, which cannot be
distinguished automatically. The manual process is stated in Step 4.

We need to distinguish QA badges and non-QA badges further. If the information that a badge focuses
on contains any aspects related to QA (e.g., code coverage, defects, code smells), it is regarded as a QA
badge. Otherwise, if the information contains nothing about QA (e.g., version, dependency, chat room),
it is regarded as a non-QA badge. The manual process is also stated in Step 4.

Next, we introduce our research questions (RQ1–3) and their corresponding steps (Steps 4–6).
First, we conduct analyses inside QA badges. Specifically, facing various QA badges in an open-source

ecosystem, we are curious about what aspects (properties) they focus on and their use status. This leads
to RQ1 and RQ2.
RQ1: Category. What kinds of QA badges do developers use? Since we do not know what kinds of QA
badges developers commonly use, RQ1 first describes a full picture of existing QA badges. Specifically,
we build a category of aspects (properties) that QA badges focus on, which can help in understanding
the current state of quality assurance in open-source projects well.
Step 4: Constructing the category. As illustrated in Step 3, using “Badge Name + Domain Name
(in Service Link)” as the identifier of a single badge, we acquire in total 24,982 “badges” (actually images)
from all projects. Intuitively, images that are not badges were hard to repeat many times. Therefore,
from the total images, we first choose 500 randomly that occur less than 10 times and find that 93.8%
(469/500) of them are not QA badges. At the same time, 31 QA badges can be merged into other badges
that occur at least 10 times. Then, to make the results more representative while reducing our manual
efforts, two of the authors review the remaining 1,033 badges (images) that occur at least 10 times and
merge and classify them.

We aim to build a category of existing QA badges and analyze what kind of QA badges developers
use and what aspects developers focus on. Therefore, we follow an open coding procedure [14]: (1)
Two of the authors read and reread all 1,033 identified badges (images), check the links behind each
image, and exclude 63 non-badges and 682 non-QA badges. (2) Due to different naming rules, many
badges are, in fact, the same. For example, developers may give Travis CI build status badges different
names, such as “Travis Build” and “Build Result”; therefore, during the process, we merge them manually.
Detailed explanations are given in Section 3. (3) For subsequent analysis, we build a category based on
the properties that QA badges focus on, such as code coverage and code smells. We first jointly
build the category based on 30% of the QA badges. We generate initial nodes by checking the focused
properties of each badge. (4) We group the initial nodes into inner nodes that are conceptually similar.
For example, Code Coverage and Mutation Score are both related to Testing Code. (5) Then, we keep
modifying the nodes and merging similar nodes. (6) Finally, we define the final category. After defining
the final category, the two authors classify each of the remaining 70% of QA badges into one or more
nodes. The inter-rater agreement was 0.891 (Cohen’s kappa), indicating almost perfect agreement [15]
and demonstrating the reliability of our procedure. All encountered conflicts were resolved through
discussions. In particular, as many badges with different names can be merged into one badge, during
the process, we also design a text-matching approach to automatically merge those badges.

Two things are worth noting. First, after our procedure, most badges can be merged, and the total
number of QA badges is 45, which is consistent with previous work [4]. Second, the category is based on
properties that badges focus on. A detailed explanation is given in Section 3.
RQ2: Frequency. What is the use status of QA badges?
Step 5: Analyzing frequency. After having an overall understanding of QA badges and building a

3) https://github.com/jgm/pandoc
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category, it is natural to observe the frequency of each badge category. We aim to find their use patterns,
including the use status of properties, property combinations, and the use status in projects in different
programming languages. This research question helps us have an in-depth understanding of the use status
of QA badges.

Besides analyses inside QA badges, we also conduct analyses outside QA badges to investigate the
correlation between QA badges and some software metrics. This procedure is as outlined in RQ3.
RQ3: Correlation. Are QA badges correlated with some software metrics?

In RQ3, we select some metrics that should have a potential relationship with software code quality,
contribution quality, and popularity, which we expect to have correlations with QA badges. We conduct
a correlation analysis between QA badges and these software metrics.
Step 6: Statistical analysis.

Considering the reasons why developers use QA badges, QA badges may have correlations with code-
quality-related, contribution-quality-related, and popularity-related characteristics. Therefore, we first
choose the following metrics that have a potential relationship with code/contribution quality and pop-
ularity and show how to collect them.

Number of bug-fixing commits. Following previous work [16, 17], we use “fix” and “bug” as keywords
(the case is insensitive) to search all historical commit messages and use the number of matched commits
as its indicator.

Number of bug issues. QA badges may help developers improve code quality, resulting in fewer bug
issues. On the other hand, QA badges may accelerate the exposure of bugs and bug issues. Following
previous work [16], if the label of an issue contains keyword “bug” (the case is insensitive), we regard it
as a bug issue.

Lines of Testing Code (TLOC) [4]. We use CLOC4) to calculate the total and for testing lines of code.
Specifically, due to the complex code structures in different projects, we simply regard file paths that
contain keyword “test” (case-insensitive) as testing files. We calculated only code written in the primary
language.

Number of commits containing testing code [4] reflects the frequency of developers contributing to
improving testing code, which indicates contribution quality. The intuition is that QA badges set ex-
pectations of contribution quality for new contributors. As previous work [4] says, “Pull requests with
new functionality tend to include new tests, so as not to decrease coverage.” We also regard file paths
containing keyword “test” (case-insensitive) as testing files.

Numbers of Stars, Forks, and Watchers [4,16,18] reflect the software popularity. They can be directly
obtained through the project homepage.

The above metrics are commonly used in previous work and have a potential relationship with code
quality, contribution quality, popularity, etc.

Because many other key features may have correlations with our metrics, following previous studies [16,
19,20], we include the following variables as control variables: Lines of code (LOC), Number of commits,
Number of issues, Number of contributors, and Age. In our statistical analysis process, we regard them
as covariates to obtain reliable results.

The analysis consists of two parts. In the first part, we analyze projects with/without QA badges.
We adopt Generalized Additive Models (GAM) to perform correlation analysis. In the second part, we
conduct a longitudinal analysis between projects having QA badges and their previous versions, in which
the QA badges have not been introduced, and GAMs are performed. The detailed statistical procedures
are illustrated in Section 5.

3 RQ1: Categories of the aspects that QA badges focus on

In RQ1, we conduct analyses inside QA badges, i.e., to see what kinds of QA badges developers use in
open-source communities.

3.1 Categorization

After manually checking all badges that occur at least 10 times, we obtain 29,845 projects with at least
one QA badges among all the 100,000 projects, indicating an unignorable percentage (i.e., 29.8%) of

4) https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc
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projects with QA badges.
For each of the identified 45 QA badges, we check its functionality and service provider to learn more

details. We find that QA badges usually focus on certain code quality property/properties. Here, code
quality refers to any aspects related to software defects, maintainability, testing effectiveness, efficiency,
clarity, etc. For example, a badge shows the current code coverage like coveragecoverage 80%80% . It is provided by
Coveralls, a web service to help developers track the code coverage over time. Another badge shows the
number of vulnerabilities currently like vulnerabilitiesvulnerabilities 00 . It is provided by Snyk, a platform that focuses on
software security.

To dive into various QA badges, we define code quality properties as the various aspects that QA
badges focus on and organize them into different categories. Because different tools focus on different
code quality properties, they have overlaps to some extent. Also, many tools provide an “overall” badge,
which is an overall evaluation of multiple properties. We manually check each QA badge following the
procedures in Step 4 in Section 2.2 and give a category of all kinds of properties that QA badges care
about in Figure 2. Note that the number after each node means the number of badges it is covered by.

Code Quality Properties (45)

A. Source Code (38) B. Testing Code (9) D. License (2)C. Documentation (3)

C.I. Completeness (2)

C.II. Help to Write (1)

D.I. Compliance (1)

D.II. Completeness (1)B.I. Code Coverage (8)

B.II. Mutation Score (1)

A.I. Buildability (18) A.II. Reliability (6) A.III. Security (8)

A.IV. Maintainability (15) A.V. Legality (1)

A.IV.1 Code Style (9) A.IV.2 Code Smells (7) Duplicated Code Complex Code Unused Code

Figure 2 Category of code quality properties that QA badges focus on.

The root category is divided into four categories, Source Code, Testing Code, Documentation, and
License, reflecting the component that the property of a badge is related to.

Source Code (A) contains properties related to the source code in a project, including Buildability
(A.I), Reliability (A.II), Security (A.III), Maintainability (A.IV), and Legality (A.V).

Buildability (A.I) represents badges that show the current build status, which reflects whether the
current code under test is correct. Nowadays, many projects adopt continuous integration/continuous
delivery (usually abbreviated as CI/CD) to automate the building, testing, and deployment stages of
software development. These CI/CD tools often integrate with GitHub and when specific events happen
(e.g., commit, pull request), they start a new building process and return the build status. To let
developers know their build status more clearly, these tools often provide a badge that show the latest
building result. For example, Travis CI provides a badge like buildbuild passingpassing . This kind of badges gives quality
assurance by instant feedback of build results, which could let developers fix their code soon if the build
fails.

Reliability (A.II) represents badges that show the software defects detection results, which could cause
a program to crash or produce invalid output. A typical example is the badge provided by DeepScan.
One of its evaluation metrics is software bugs.

Security (A.III) represents badges that check the potential security issues (vulnerabilities) in a project.
Vulnerability is a term in computer security, which is a weakness that can be exploited by a threat actor,
such as an attacker. A typical example is the badge provided by Snyk, which shows the number of
vulnerabilities.

Maintainability (A.IV) represents badges that focus on evolvability, modifiability, technical debt, and
code smells [21]5). Specifically, it has two main sub-categories in the context of existing QA badges, Code
Style (A.IV.1) and Code Smells (A.IV.2). Code Style (A.IV.1) represents better code formats. Many
tools help developers reorganize their code to comply to specific code style, e.g., Prettier, StyleCI. Code
Smells (A.IV.2) refers to any symptom in the source code of a program that possibly indicates a deeper
problem (e.g., duplicated code, over-complex code, unused code). Platforms such as Code Climate and
Codacy provide such badges.

Legality (A.V) contains problems that are related to intellectual properties or violate GDPR6). Plat-

5) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maintainability
6) GDPR refers to the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679
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forms such as SymfonyInsight provide badges focusing on Legality.
Testing Code (B) consists of Code Coverage (B.I) and Mutation Score (B.II), both of which measure

the testing adequacy.
Code Coverage (B.I) is a testing adequacy measurement that calculates what fraction of code is covered

by a test suite. Tools like Coveralls provide badges to present the current code coverage to help developers
optimize their test suite.

Mutation Score (B.II) is another testing adequacy measurement, which calculates the percentage of
program mutants killed/revealed by a test suite. For example, Stryker Mutator gives a badge on mutation
score.

Besides source code and testing code, documentation and license are also important components in
open-source software.

Documentation (C) refers to written text or diagram accompanying software or inserted in the
source code, which either describes how to use the software or how the software works. Many tools
focus on the software documentation instead of the code. Inch CI focuses on Completeness (C.I) and
gives a badge showing the overall evaluation on documentation. Read the Docs Help to Write (C.II)
documentation and gives a badge showing the current status of documentation generation.

License (D) allows open-source software to be freely used, modified, and shared. The license checking
mainly consists of two categories, Compliance (D.I) and Completeness (D.II). Typical examples are
FOSSA for the former and CII Best Practice for the latter.

It is worth noting that the category in Figure 2 is based on properties rather than badges. In other
words, any QA badge can be broken into one or more nodes in Figure 2. The detailed classification
results of each badge are on our website.

Finding: Quality assurance badges focus on various aspects in open-source software, including build-
ability, reliability, security, maintainability, testing adequacy.

Implications: (1) For developers. Software developers could learn that there exist various different
QA badges that focus on different aspects of software. This helps developers notice the common prac-
tice of the usage of QA badges. In fact, the intention of adopting badges includes presenting project
characteristics, motivating developers to improve the shown metrics, recruiting more contributors, etc.
Therefore, when developing open-source software, developers could also choose badges that cover as
more aspects as possible. (2) For badge providers. Because our category is merely based on existing
QA badges, we could notice the gap between the category and the underlying complete taxonomy. As
we can see, many aspects have not been covered by existing QA badges. For example, dependency
bugs, concurrency bugs, performance bugs, efficiency bugs, etc. are frequent bug types [22–24] and
perhaps need tool support. Badges related to reliability and security are small in number and need
to be improved. Badges showing more test adequacy criteria (e.g., MC/DC [25], TCQA [26]) are also
necessary.

3.2 Discussion

Discussion on badge providers. During our analysis process, we find that many platforms provide
more than one kind of badges for developers. To make an in-depth analysis, we discuss this scenario
here. On one hand, instead of only providing an “overall” badge that makes a comprehensive evaluation,
many tools give separate badges that can present detailed information for different properties. For
example, Code Climate provides badges for code smell, code coverage, and overall evaluation, respectively.
SonarCloud provides badges for bugs, code smells, and code coverage, respectively. On the other hand,
some CI/CD platforms not only build the project automatically and give a Build Status badge, but also
conduct some analysis and provide some other QA badges. For example, Scrutinizer provides a badge to
show real-time building status and two badges for the analysis results of code coverage and code smells.

Discussion on programming languages. Furthermore, we present the statistics of QA badges with
various programming languages in Table 1. In Table 1, the first row shows the programming languages,
and the remaining four rows show the number and ratio of projects containing QA badges and badges,
respectively.

From Table 1, on average, about 40.3% open-source projects adopt badges, while 29.3% projects adopt
at least one QA badge among the total 100,000 projects, which indicates developers pay attention to
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Table 1 Usage status of quality-assurance badges in different programming languages.

Programming Language JavaScript Python Java TypeScript C# PHP C++ C Shell Ruby Total

#Projects with QA badges
3,944

(39.4%)
3,363

(33.6%)
2,347

(23.5%)
4,116

(41.2%)
2,108

(21.1%)
3,852

(38.5%)
2,491

(24.9%)
1,793

(17.9%)
1,281

(12.8%)
4,023

(40.2%)
29,318
(29.3%)

#Projects with badges
5,454

(54.5%)
4,338

(43.4%)
4,429

(44.3%)
5,563

(55.6%)
3,419

(34.2%)
4,853

(48.5%)
3,238

(32.4%)
2,320

(23.2%)
2,070

(20.7%)
4,571

(45.7%)
40,255
(40.3%)

quality assurance. This is also consistent with previous study [4] that QA badges occupy a large part
among all badges. Further, different languages have different usage status. In JavaScript , TypeScript ,
PHP , and Ruby , the number of projects that use QA badges is larger than that in other languages. In
particular, among TypeScript projects, about 41% adopt QA badges. However, in C and Shell , fewer
projects take the use of QA badges. On one hand, this reflects that differences exist in the development
practice among different languages. One the other hand, this may also reflect the demand of satisfying
QA badges in some languages.

Finding: On average, in our dataset, 29.3% projects adopt at least one quality-assurance badge. At
the same time, different programming languages have different adoption ratio, ranging from 12.8% to
41.2%.

4 RQ2: Usage frequency of QA badges

In RQ2, we analyze the use status of QA badges. In particular, we only consider projects using at least
one QA badge from now on.

4.1 Overall analysis

Table 2 Number of projects that focus on different aspects.

Badge Type A. Source Code B. Testing Code C. Documentation D. License Total

#Projects with badges 28,673 9,687 1,464 375 29,318

Table 3 Number of badges in each project.

Badge Type A. Source Code B. Testing Code C. Documentation D. License Total

Metrics min max avg total min max avg total min max avg total min max avg total min max avg total
#Badges 0 125 1.47 43,063 0 37 0.42 12,199 0 9 0.05 1,564 0 3 0.02 537 1 125 1.96 57,363

Tables 2 and 3 present the overall use status of four main categories of QA badges. In Table 2, the first
row shows the categories and the second row shows the number of projects having the corresponding QA
badges. From the table, among the projects that have at least one QA badge, 97.80% (28,673/29,318)
use QA badges that focus on source code, while 33.04% (9,687/29,318) use QA badges that focus on
testing code. The usage of QA badges focusing on documentation and license is relatively less frequent.
One one hand, this is consistent with common sense that source code should be paid more attention. On
the other hand, badge providers also tend to design more QA badges related to source code and testing
code.

Table 3 presents the statistics of the number of QA badges focusing on different categories within a
project. For A. Source Code, the number of QA badges ranges from 0 to 125, with an average 1.47. After
carefully checking, there exists a project called elasticsearch-sql whose README file contains the Build
Status badges of all its 125 versions. In total, the number of QA badges ranges from 1 to 125, with an
average 1.96. Based on the table, we can find that each project often uses more than one QA badge, and
QA badges related to Source Code are used the most extensively.

Finding: In our dataset, the usage of badges related to source code and testing code is the most
frequent. One project often uses more than one QA badge.

Then, we are curious about the usage patterns of various QA badges. Specifically, for the categories
in Section 3, we analyze their frequency and investigate what aspects developers focus on.
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Because A. Source Code and B. Testing Code have many sub-categories, we analyze the categories in
the following granularities: Buildability (A.I), Reliability (A.II), Security (A.III), Code Style (A.IV.1),
Code Smells (A.IV.2), Legality (A.V), Code Coverage (B.I), Mutation Score (B.II), Documentation (C),
and License (D).

Table 4 #Occurrences of code quality properties (categories).

Property name Buildability (A.I) Code Coverage (B.I) Code Smells (A.IV.2) Security (A.III) Code Style (A.IV.1)
#Occurrences and Ratio 27,486 (93.75%) 9,680 (33.02%) 4,178 (14.25%) 2,354 (8.03%) 2,245 (7.66%)

Property name Reliability (A.II) Documentation (C) License (D) Legality (A.V) Mutation Score (B.II)
#Occurrences and Ratio 1,784 (6.08%) 1,464 (4.99%) 375 (1.28%) 277 (0.94%) 19 (0.06%)

The results are presented in Table 4, which shows the property (category) name, how many projects it
occurs in, and the ratio of occurrence, respectively. The code quality properties are listed based on the
descendent order of their occurrence. As we can see, the most frequent property is Buildability, which
represents badges that show the current build status. In fact, it is common practice for open-source
developers to adopt continuous integration platforms. At the same time, mainstream platforms usually
design badges for developers to check real-time build status conveniently. Therefore, it becomes the most
frequent QA badge.

Code Coverage, as an effective measurement of testing adequacy, also receives much attention among
all properties. Besides the importance of code coverage in practice, another possible reason is that the
calculation of code coverage is relatively simple and easy to be integrated with a CI platform, so, many
analysis tools take code coverage as their basic functionality.

Developers mainly focus on Source Code-related problem, which is consistent with our intuition.
Among them, Code Smells, Vulnerabilities (Security), and Code Style are the most popular ones. Avoid-
ing code smells and using good code style are both approaches to achieve high software quality and
productivity. Many tools focus on them from various aspects. For example, badges provided by Codacy,
SonarCloud, and CodeBeat use code smells as part of their analyses. Badges provided by StyleCI, Prettier,
and HoundCI focus on code styling. The results also show that open-source projects attach importance
to software security.

Although code coverage and mutation score are both testing adequacy measurements, the latter is
rarely measured, especially compared with the former, which may indicate more efforts on mutation
testing (e.g., research on addressing its limitations or tool supports) are needed.

Finding: Buildability (build status badge) is most concerned among all properties (categories),
occurring in 93.75% projects. Besides, developers care about code coverage (33.02%) and source
code-related properties, i.e., Code Smells (14.25%), Security (8.03%), and Code Style (7.66%). On
one hand, this reflects the preference of different properties in open-source software development. On
the other hand, this shows different tool support situations of badges focusing on different properties,
which leads to different numbers of badges in various categories.

Implications: For developers, we provide current usage patterns of badges (properties). If developers
want to follow common practice in open-source ecosystem, they could refer to our analyses. Otherwise,
developers may pay attention to those less concerned properties, which could be drawbacks in their
software and have large spaces to improve. For badge providers, on one hand, they could pay attention
to frequently used badges (properties) and provide better services. On the other hand, they could focus
on less concerned badges (properties), design possible badges, and occupy the underlying markets.

4.2 Analysis on property combinations

We further observe the combinations of properties (categories) in open-source projects. Specifically, as
the combinations of two properties are more frequent than the combinations of more than two properties,
and also in order to reduce the problem complexity, we consider the combinations of two properties in
this section. Note that one property can be combined with itself if it occurs more than once in a project.

Table 5 shows property combinations and the number (and ratio) of projects they occur.
In many projects, rather than focusing on a certain property, developers often care about property

combinations. It is not surprising that the most frequent combinations consist of those properties that
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Table 5 #Occurrences of code quality property combinations.

Combinations
Code Coverage

Buildability
Buildability
Buildability

Code Coverage
Code Smells

Code Smells
Buildability

Code Coverage
Code Coverage

Reliability
Buildability

Documentation
Buildability

Reliability
Code Coverage

Buildability
Security

Code Style
Code Smells

#Occurrences 7,760 (26.47%) 3,922 (13.38%) 3,645 (12.43%) 2,726 (9.30%) 2,026 (6.91%) 1,419 (4.84%) 1,239 (4.23%) 1,034 (3.53%) 1,013 (3.46%) 992 (3.38%)

Combinations
Security

Reliability
Code Style
Buildability

Reliability
Code Smells

Security
Buildability

Buildability
Code Coverage

Buildability
Code Smells

Security
Code Smells

Security
Code Coverage

Documentation
Code Coverage

Reliability
Security

#Occurrences 992 (3.38%) 953 (3.25%) 935 (3.19%) 903 (3.08%) 878 (2.99%) 871 (2.97%) 857 (2.92%) 851 (2.90%) 799 (2.73%) 773 (2.64%)

Combinations
Code Coverage

Security
Code Smells
Code Smells

Reliability
Code Style

Code Coverage
Code Style

Buildability
Code Style

Security
Code Style

Code Style
Code Coverage

Code Smells
Security

Security
Security

Code Smells
Reliability

#Occurrences 764 (2.61%) 722 (2.46%) 706 (2.41%) 699 (2.38%) 697 (2.38%) 695 (2.37%) 663 (2.26%) 503 (1.72%) 469 (1.60%) 366 (1.25%)

Combinations
Code Smells

Code Coverage
Documentation

Code Smells
Code Coverage

Reliability
Code Style
Code Style

Documentation
Security

Reliability
Reliability

Code Style
Security

Legality
Security

Buildability
License

Documentation
Reliability

#Occurrences 319 (1.09%) 309 (1.05%) 291 (0.99%) 272 (0.93%) 242 (0.83%) 233 (0.79%) 216 (0.74%) 214 (0.73%) 212 (0.72%) 202 (0.69%)

Combinations
Legality

Reliability
Legality

Code Smells
Legality

Code Coverage
Legality

Buildability
Code Style
Reliability

License
License

Code Coverage
License

Documentation
License

Documentation
Code Style

Reliability
License

#Occurrences 193 (0.66%) 183 (0.62%) 165 (0.56%) 162 (0.55%) 161 (0.55%) 158 (0.54%) 128 (0.44%) 127 (0.43%) 111 (0.38%) 107 (0.36%)

Combinations
Code Smells

Legality
License
Security

Reliability
Legality

Buildability
Legality

Documentation
Documentation

Security
License

Code Style
Documentation

Security
Legality

Code Smells
License

Code Style
License

#Occurrences 94 (0.32%) 92 (0.31%) 84 (0.29%) 82 (0.28%) 81 (0.28%) 77 (0.26%) 67 (0.23%) 63 (0.21%) 61 (0.21%) 58 (0.20%)

Combinations
License

Buildability
License

Reliability
Buildability
Reliability

License
Code Coverage

Legality
Code Style

License
Code Smells

Code Coverage
Legality

Code Coverage
Documentation

Code Coverage
Mutation Score

License
Code Style

#Occurrences 57 (0.19%) 52 (0.18%) 49 (0.17%) 44 (0.15%) 36 (0.12%) 20 (0.07%) 20 (0.07%) 16 (0.05%) 12 (0.04%) 11 (0.04%)

Combinations
Buildability

Mutation Score
Reliability

Documentation
Legality
Legality

Code Smells
Documentation

Code Smells
Mutation Score

Mutation Score
Mutation Score

Legality
License

Security
Documentation

License
Legality

Legality
Documentation

#Occurrences 10 (0.03%) 5 (0.02%) 5 (0.02%) 4 (0.01%) 4 (0.01%) 2 (0.01%) 1 (<0.01%) 1 (<0.01%) 1 (<0.01%) 1 (<0.01%)

Combinations
Documentation

Legality
Code Style
Legality

#Occurrences 1 (<0.01%) 1 (<0.01%)

are frequent in Table 4. Concretely, the most frequent combination consists of Buildability and Code
Coverage. In fact, many code coverage tools have been integrated with many (one or more) continuous
integration (CI) platform. On one hand, this could make the adoption of code coverage tools more
convenient, which means developers need not to configure their repositories to communicate to those tools
separately. On the other hand, the combination enables instant feedback once new code is committed to
the repository and a new build process starts on the CI platform. The integration of CI and other tools
also leads to the high frequency of the combination between Buildability and other properties in Table 5.

It may be surprising that so many projects use multiple build status badges which focus on Buildability,
including badges from the same platforms or different platforms.

First, one project may have different build types, which differ in operating systems (e.g., Linux, Win-
dows, macOS), versions (e.g., stable, nightly, previous versions), architectures (e.g., CPU, GPU), etc.
Therefore, to better show the detailed building results, developers use multiple badges. Second, many
projects have multiple components, which may have different primary programming languages, different
application scenarios (e.g., mobile, web, client, server), etc. They have different characteristics and de-
velopers may build them separately on different/the same platforms. Third, developers may build their
project on different platforms simultaneously to get more comprehensive and accurate results, or conduct
different kinds of analysis on different platforms at the same time. As most platforms can provide certain
degree of free services, using multiple platforms is a good choice for developers.

Furthermore, the usage status of property combinations is to some extent decided by service providers.
If one provider is enough for the properties that developers want to observe, all of its properties are taken
into consideration. Otherwise, developers shall seek for other tools for compensation. In other words, in
practice, more service providers are needed to satisfy the demand of developers.

Finding: The property combinations between Buildability and others (including Buildability itself)
are the most frequent. It reflects the common practice to integrate CI platforms with other code
quality evaluation services or adopt a comprehensive service which focus on multiple aspects. At the
same time, developers also tend to use multiple CI platforms simultaneously.

Implications: For developers, it is convenient to adopt some new services given that they have used
certain CI platforms. This could bring advantages of their project while requiring no much work of
developers. When multiple CI platforms are used, the choices of new services are even more extensive.
For badge providers, because code quality properties are related to the original repository and are
updated along the code changes, it would be a good choice to integrate the tools with certain CI
platforms to promote them.
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4.3 Analysis in different programming languages

Besides previous analysis, due to the different characteristics and ecosystems in different programming
languages, they are supposed to have different features when using QA badges. In this section, we conduct
similar experiments to previous ones in each programming language, and aim to find their unique features.

We present the frequency of code quality properties in each programming language in Table 6. Note
that the code quality properties are listed based on the descendent order of their occurrence.

Table 6 #Occurrences of code quality Properties.

Python C
Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences

Buildability 3,080 (91.58%) Code Smells 229 (6.81%) Buildability 1,702 (94.92%) Documentation 80 (4.46%)
Code Coverage 1,423 (42.31%) Security 211 (6.27%) Security 325 (18.13%) Code Style 62 (3.46%)
Documentation 776 (23.07%) Reliability 156 (4.64%) Reliability 279 (15.56%) Code Smells 58 (3.23%)
Code Style 376 (11.18%) License 42 (1.25%) Code Coverage 253 (14.11%) License 29 (1.62%)

JavaScript Java
Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences

Buildability 3,720 (94.32%) Reliability 92 (2.33%) Buildability 2,206 (93.99%) Reliability 252 (10.74%)
Code Coverage 1,274 (32.30%) License 69 (1.75%) Code Coverage 624 (26.59%) Code Style 206 (8.78%)
Code Style 338 (8.57%) Documentation 48 (1.22%) Security 300 (12.78%) Documentation 30 (1.28%)
Code Smells 274 (6.95%) Legality 3 (0.08%) Code Smells 259 (11.04%) License 28 (1.19%)
Security 207 (5.25%)

TypeScript C#
Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences

Buildability 3,781 (91.86%) Reliability 170 (4.13%) Buildability 2,012 (95.45%) Code Style 76 (3.61%)
Code Coverage 1,600 (38.87%) License 78 (1.90%) Code Coverage 319 (15.13%) License 26 (1.23%)
Code Style 1,437 (34.91%) Documentation 20 (0.49%) Security 114 (5.41%) Documentation 24 (1.14%)
Security 374 (9.09%) Mutation Score 4 (0.10%) Reliability 107 (5.08%) Mutation Score 1 (0.05%)
Code Smells 346 (8.41%) Code Smells 85 (4.03%)

PHP C++
Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences

Buildability 3,554 (92.26%) Security 354 (9.19%) Buildability 2,388 (95.87%) Code Style 158 (6.34%)
Code Coverage 1,799 (46.70%) Legality 274 (7.11%) Code Coverage 455 (18.27%) Documentation 148 (5.94%)
Code Smells 1,100 (28.56%) Documentation 51 (1.32%) Security 340 (13.65%) Code Smells 146 (5.86%)
Code Style 438 (11.37%) License 32 (0.83%) Reliability 295 (11.84%) License 41 (1.65%)
Reliability 355 (9.22%) Mutation Score 14 (0.36%)

Shell Ruby
Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences Property name #Occurrences

Buildability 1,225 (95.63%) Security 33 (2.58%) Buildability 3,818 (94.90%) Security 96 (2.39%)
Code Coverage 66 (5.15%) Reliability 31 (2.42%) Code Coverage 1,867 (46.41%) Code Style 95 (2.36%)
Code Style 59 (4.61%) Documentation 24 (1.87%) Code Smells 1,635 (40.64%) Reliability 47 (1.17%)
Code Smells 46 (3.59%) License 18 (1.41%) Documentation 263 (6.54%) License 12 (0.30%)

As we can see, Buildability and Code Coverage are the most frequent in almost all programming
languages. Besides, the distribution of remaining properties differ a lot among all programming languages.
Here, we take a look at Python and C .

For Python, 776 projects care about Documentation, which are much more than projects written
in other languages. Taking aio-libs/aiohttp as an example, it is an asynchronous HTTP client/server
framework and uses Read the Docs to write its documentation, which provides a badge docsdocs passingpassing showing
the current build status of documentation. After inspecting the real cases, we summarize the reasons
into the following aspects. First, many Python projects are packages hosted on PyPI, and most of them
are supposed to be well documented according to the demand of PyPI. Second, most of these projects
use Read the Docs to write documentation. However, other badges that are related to Documentation
are few. Therefore, it “seems” that Python projects care more about Documentation. It is also reported
that there has been a trend in the Python community to improve code quality by dictating “one right
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way” [16]. The maturity of the community and the effort of adhering to best practices may result in this
scenario.

For C , compared to the overall results in Table 4, developers care about Security (vulnerabilities)
much. In fact, according to many online discussions7)8)9), C is sometimes regarded as the most vulnerable
programming language. Therefore, various tools aim to ensure the security of C and try to find possible
vulnerabilities through static analysis or dynamic execution. Developers also pay attention to software
security and take the usage of such tools.

Finding: Projects in different languages have different concerns on code quality properties. For
example, projects written in Python care more about Documentation, while projects written in C
care more about Security (vulnerabilities). One possible reason is different programming languages
have different characteristics; therefore, developers tend to focus on different aspects. Another possible
reason is the tool support situations in different programming languages differ, which means developers
may be constrained by finite kinds of badges although they may have a demand for QA badges focusing
on other properties.

Implications: Badge providers could consider designing QA badges related to properties that are
less concerned at this time. The infrequent usage of these badges does not definitely indicate their un-
importance. On the contrary, it may reflect the gap between existing QA badges and the requirements
of developers – badge providers could facilitate the concern about various properties of developers and
improve the completeness of all kinds of badges.

5 RQ3: Correlations between QA badges and software metrics

In RQ3, we conduct analyses outside QA badges, i.e., to see the relationship between QA badges and
other metrics that are related to code quality, contribution quality, popularity, etc.

Ideally, we expect QA badges to have correlations with code-quality-related, contribution-quality-
related, and popularity-related characteristics. Therefore, as we say in Section 2.2, we choose the following
metrics that have potential relationship with code/contribution quality and popularity. Here, we also
present how we expect the relationship between them looks like.

The number of bug-fixing commits reflects (1) the number of bugs and (2) the enthusiasm of
developers to fix bugs in their software. The relationship between this metric and QA badges is two-fold.
On one hand, QA badges may help developers improve code quality and bug-fixing commits are fewer.
One the other hand, QA badges may accelerate the exposure of bugs and bug-fixing commits are more.

The number of bug issues reflects how many bugs have been confirmed by developers. The re-
lationship between this metric and QA badges is also two-fold. On one hand, QA badges may help
developers improve code quality and bug issues are fewer. On the other hand, QA badges may accelerate
the exposure of bugs and bug issues are more.

Lines of Testing Code (TLOC) [4] reflects the amount of testing code in software, where more test-
ing code indicates more efforts on quality assurance. Intuitively, QA badges may be positively correlated
with lines of testing code.

The number of commits containing testing code [4] reflects the frequency of developers contrib-
uting to improve testing code, which indicates quality contribution. Intuitively, the usage of QA badges
lead to more contribution on testing code.

The numbers of stars, forks, and watchers [4,16,18] reflect the software popularity, and we expect
QA badges lead to more stars, forks, and watchers.

The above metrics are commonly used in previous work [4,16,18] and have potential relationship with
code quality, contribution quality, popularity, etc.

Because there are many other key features that may have correlations with our metrics, following
previous studies [16, 19, 20], we include the following variables as control variables: lines of code (LOC),
number of commits, number of issues, number of contributors, and age. In our statistical analysis process,
we regard them as covariates to obtain reliable analysis results.

7) https://medium.com/hackernoon/top-5-vulnerable-programming-languages-eab3144d6db7
8) https://thehackernews.com/2015/12/programming-language-security.html
9) https://www.digitalinformationworld.com/2019/03/searching-for-the-most-secure-programming-language.html
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5.1 Analysis between projects with and without QA badges

In this section, we first compare the latest versions of open-source projects with and without QA badges.
Specifically, we check whether they have differences on our concerned metrics that indicate correlations
between QA badges and these metrics.

Because we cannot assume the relationship between QA badges and other metrics are linear, and
other metrics may depend linearly on unknown smooth functions of some predictor variables [27], we
take the use of Generalized Additive Models (GAM) [28] to perform the experiments. GAM provides a
flexible and effective technique for modelling nonlinear relationships between variables, and parameters
in GAM are estimated by a quadratically penalised likelihood type approach. Specifically, smooth terms
are represented using penalized regression splines. At the same time, we also check for multicollinearity
by calculating the variabce inflation factor (abbreviated as VIF) [29].

The experimental results are presented in Table 7, where for each metric, we present a subtable.
The first row (treatment) represents whether QA badge(s) exist in one project, which is the variable
we care about, and other rows are control variables. The columns represent the coefficient, standard
error, t value, probability (> |t|), and significance, respectively. Concretely, the sign in the coefficient of
treatment means it is positively/negatively correlated with the corresponding indicator, while significance
shows whether the relationship is statistically significant. Note that for each statistical process, we check
the multicollinearity and find low correlation between independent variables. Besides, we also compute
the adjusted R-squared (R2) which represents the deviance explained.

For #Bug-fixing commits and all other six metrics, the results are statistically significant (p < 0.001).
Specifically, first, QA badges are negatively correlated with the number of bug-fixing commits and the
number of bug issues (R2 = 0.884 and 0.769), which indicates that projects having QA badges tend to have
fewer bugs, i.e., higher code quality. For lines of testing code (TLOC), QA badges is positively correlated
with it (R2 = 0.323), which means although the model is not fully fitted, QA badges potentially positively
encourage developers to write more testing code to better maintain their software. For the number of
commits containing testing code, QA badges are positively correlated with it (R2 = 0.0892), which
means we cannot definitely conclude QA badges explain more contributions on testing code. Finally, for
the numbers of stars, forks, and watchers, QA badges are also positively correlated with them (R2 =
0.197, 0.207, 0.155), which means although the model do not fully fitted, the adoption of QA badges
potentially have relationship with more people’s attention and more popularity of their software.

Finding: Through GAM, we find that QA badges have statistically significant correlations with
many software metrics. Specifically, QA badges are negatively correlated with bug-related metrics and
positively correlated with testing-code-contribution-related metrics and popularity-related metrics.

5.2 Longitudinal analysis

Different from Section 5.1, in this section, we focus on projects that are using QA badges currently and
compare the current versions with historical versions when QA badges have not been introduced.

Specifically, we first use the git log command and keywords of each QA badge we identified to find the
commit in the history that firstly introduced QA badge(s), which is called intro-commit from now on.
The key feature of intro-commit is there is no QA badge before it while at least one QA badge is added
after it. Therefore, we compare the current version and previous version (the parent of intro-commit)
and conduct correlation analysis.

We apply Generalized Additive Models (GAM) [28] and inspect the correlation between QA badges
and other metrics. Concretely, the treatment variable is whether a project has introduced QA badges
(1 for the current version while 0 for the previous version). Similar to the previous section, the metrics
include the number of bug-fixing commits, the number of bug issues, lines of testing code, and the number
of commits containing testing code. We also include LOC, #Commits, #Issues, #Contributors, and Age
as control variables. Note that they are of vital significance here because the current version somehow
“contains” the previous version. Besides, we also compute the adjusted R-squared (R2) which represents
the deviance explained.

The results are shown in Table 8, where the meaning of each row is the same as that in Table 7. Note
that for each statistical process, we check the multicollinearity and find low correlation between independ-
ent variables. The coefficients of treatment variables are all statistically significant (p < 0.001) except for
the analysis on #Bug issues (p < 0.1). Specifically, the adoption of QA badges is negatively correlated
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Table 7 Statistical analysis results on QA badges for Section 5.1

#Bug-fixing commits

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment -2.620e-05 1.426e-06 -18.37 <2e-16 ***
LOC 3.694e-05 2.166e-06 17.05 <2e-16 ***
#Commits 4.960e-02 1.227e-04 404.40 <2e-16 ***
#Contributors -1.953e-01 1.066e-02 -18.33 <2e-16 ***
#Issues 3.223e+00 2.977e+00 1.083 0.279
Age -1.148e-07 5.023e-09 -22.86 <2e-16 ***
(Intercept) -6.436e-06 3.503e-07 -18.37 <2e-16 ***

#Bug issues

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment -4.016e-02 1.937e-03 -20.735 < 2e-16 ***
LOC 6.136e-02 3.638e-04 168.657 < 2e-16 ***
#Commits 2.154e-01 3.981e-02 5.412 6.29e-08 ***
#Contributors 5.430e+01 2.619e+00 20.732 < 2e-16 ***
#Issues 3.636e-02 1.535e-04 236.813 < 2e-16 ***
Age 7.858e-06 1.207e-06 6.513 7.53e-11 ***
(Intercept) 1.303e-03 6.285e-05 20.737 < 2e-16 ***

Lines of Testing Code (TLOC)

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment 7.191e-03 2.662e-04 27.02 <2e-16 ***
LOC 6.034e-02 4.042e-04 149.28 <2e-16 ***
#Commits -1.127e+00 2.289e-02 -49.24 <2e-16 ***
#Contributors 5.373e+01 1.989e+00 27.02 <2e-16 ***
#Issues -1.788e-01 1.417e+00 -0.126 0.900
Age 1.351e-05 9.373e-07 14.41 <2e-16 ***
(Intercept) 1.766e-03 6.537e-05 27.02 <2e-16 ***

#Commits containing testing code

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment 1.556e-04 8.979e-06 17.33 <2e-16 ***
LOC -2.184e-04 1.364e-05 -16.01 <2e-16 ***
#Commits 2.775e-02 7.722e-04 35.94 <2e-16 ***
#Contributors 1.163e+00 6.710e-02 17.33 <2e-16 ***
#Issues 3.733e-07 2.064e-07 1.809 0.0705 .
Age 6.339e-07 3.162e-08 20.05 <2e-16 ***
(Intercept) 3.822e-05 2.206e-06 17.33 <2e-16 ***

#Stars

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment 2.739e-03 2.449e-05 111.86 < 2e-16 ***
LOC -2.916e-04 3.720e-05 -7.84 4.58e-15 ***
#Commits -1.350e-01 2.106e-03 -64.11 < 2e-16 ***
#Contributors 2.047e+01 1.830e-01 111.86 < 2e-16 ***
#Issues 7.847e+00 1.211e+01 0.648 0.516846
Age 3.540e-06 8.624e-08 41.05 < 2e-16 ***
(Intercept) 6.729e-04 6.015e-06 111.86 < 2e-16 ***

#Forks

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment 7.128e-04 6.315e-06 112.866 < 2e-16 ***
LOC -7.822e-05 9.592e-06 -8.155 3.56e-16 ***
#Commits -3.300e-02 5.431e-04 -60.772 < 2e-16 ***
#Contributors 5.326e+00 4.719e-02 112.868 < 2e-16 ***
#Issues 5.239e+00 3.724e+00 1.407 0.159
Age 6.614e-07 2.224e-08 29.742 < 2e-16 ***
(Intercept) 1.751e-04 1.551e-06 112.866 < 2e-16 ***

#Watchers

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment 9.174e-05 9.742e-07 94.178 < 2e-16 ***
LOC -7.846e-06 1.480e-06 -5.303 1.15e-07 ***
#Commits -4.207e-03 8.377e-05 -50.220 < 2e-16 ***
#Contributors 6.856e-01 7.279e-03 94.180 < 2e-16 ***
#Issues 7.149e-07 1.488e-06 0.481 0.631
Age 2.054e-07 3.431e-09 59.874 < 2e-16 ***
(Intercept) 2.254e-05 2.393e-07 94.178 < 2e-16 ***

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1

with the number of bug-fixing commits (R2 = 0.56), which is consistent with results in Section 5.1, and it
indicates the introduction of QA badges may have potential relationship with the decrease of bugs. The
adoption of QA badges is also negatively correlated with the number of bug issues although it is only
significant at a level of 0.1 (R2 = 0.49). Besides, the adoption of QA badges also has “potential” impacts
on lines of testing code and the number of commits containing testing code (R2 = 0.442 and 0.277).

Finding: According to the longitudinal analysis, the adoption of QA badges is correlated with the
number of bug-fixing commits (negative), lines of testing code (positive), and the number of commits
containing testing code (positive).

6 Threats to Validity

The threats to internal validity lie in the implementation. To mitigate this threat, the first two authors
independently reviewed the experimental scripts to check their correctness.

The threats to external validity lie in the subjects used in this study. We use popular projects in
GitHub, which may not be representative of all projects and hampers the generalizability of our obser-
vations. To mitigate this threat, we select a substantial number of top-popular projects (i.e., top-10,000)
like previous work [16,20,30] for 10 popular programming languages, based on which we believe this study
can provide practical findings for the community. Besides, the collection date of our data is Aug 5, 2021,
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Table 8 Longitudinal analysis results on QA badges for Section 5.2.

#Bug-fixing commits

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment -2.314e-08 9.766e-11 -236.976 < 2e-16 ***
LOC 6.972e-06 1.633e-06 4.269 1.97e-05 ***
#Commits 3.636e-02 1.534e-04 236.979 < 2e-16 ***
Age -8.257e-08 5.749e-09 -14.363 < 2e-16 ***
#Issues -5.038e-07 2.840e-07 -1.774 0.0761 .
(Intercept) 1.280e-07 5.403e-10 236.981 < 2e-16 ***

#Bug issues

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment -2.163e+01 1.208e+01 -1.791 0.0734 .
LOC -1.251e-04 1.265e-05 -9.888 < 2e-16 ***
#Commits 8.914e-02 6.953e-04 128.210 < 2e-16 ***
Age 1.527e-07 7.939e-08 1.923 0.0545 .
#Issues 3.851e-09 9.165e-12 420.160 <2e-16 ***
(Intercept) 7.306e+01 1.857e+01 3.934 8.37e-05 ***

Lines of Testing Code (TLOC)

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment 3.431e-07 1.587e-08 21.62 <2e-16 ***
LOC 4.854e-02 2.655e-04 182.86 <2e-16 ***
#Commits 5.393e-01 2.494e-02 21.63 <2e-16 ***
Age 1.739e-05 9.343e-07 18.61 <2e-16 ***
#Issues 3.728e+00 2.894e-02 128.79 <2e-16 ***
(Intercept) 1.900e-06 8.780e-08 21.64 <2e-16 ***

#Commits containing testing code

Variable Coeff. Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Signif.

Treatment 4.557e-08 3.539e-10 128.794 <2e-16 ***
LOC -6.367e-06 5.918e-06 -1.076 0.282
#Commits 7.161e-02 5.560e-04 128.795 <2e-16 ***
Age 4.890e-07 2.083e-08 23.478 <2e-16 ***
#Issues 1.153e-04 8.951e-07 128.79 <2e-16 ***
(Intercept) 2.521e-07 1.957e-09 128.796 <2e-16 ***

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1

which is also not quite new. However, our dataset is still large enough to obtain convincing findings and
implications.

The threats to construct validity lie in badge identification, category construction, and statistical
analysis. (1) QA badges identification. According to Section 2.2, we automatically extract badges based
on pre-identified “img” tags and only consider the tags whose frequency is at least 10, which may miss
some badges in the dataset. To mitigate this issue, we randomly select 500 tags that occur less than 10
times and find most of them (i.e., 93.8%) are not QA badges after our manual inspection. Therefore,
our procedure can minimize the threat while reducing manual efforts. (2) Category construction. To
reduce threats caused by subjectivity in taxonomy construction, we follow an open-coding procedure [14]
and involve multiple participators in manual labelling. Moreover, the inter-rater agreement is relatively
high (0.863), demonstrating the high reliability of the procedure. (3) Statistical analysis. To mitigate the
threats from indicators and statistical analysis, we adopt indicators widely used in previous work [4,16,18]
with potential relationship with code quality, contribution quality, and popularity. Moreover, we consider
multiple variables as control variables [16,19,20] to avoid the impact of unobserved variables. Moreover,
the R2 values can also show the fitness.

7 Related Work

In this section, we summarize related work to situate our work within the literature.
Study on software QA. There exists a large body of work related to the software QA status. Rai

et al. [31] conducted an extensive review of the literature to find popular areas that receive attention
from researchers. Zhao et al. [1] explored how software QA is performed under the open-source model.
They found that open-source has certainly introduced a new dimension in large-scale distributed software
development. Holck et al. [32] investigated the use of continuous integration in FreeBSD and Mozilla and
found it challenging to balance the access required to add contributions against the need to stabilize
and mature the software before a release. Khanjani et al. [33] reviewed the literature on QA under
OSS development methods and techniques. The results show the process of QA of OSS and how it can
affect the overall QA principle. Bahamdain [3] discussed the stakeholders of the OSS community, the
QA frameworks and models, the problems that affect the quality, and the advantages and disadvantages
of OSS compared to closed-source software. Axelsson et al. [34] investigated the challenges related to
QA in software ecosystems and identified what approaches had been proposed in the literature. Hassan
et al. [35] reviewed several QA techniques that aim to improve software quality. They found that these
techniques play an important role in software quality improvement, while some vulnerabilities were also
found. Ma et al. [2] performed a large-scale study on QA, security, and interpretation of deep learning
and pinpointed challenges and future opportunities. Felderer et al. [36] targeted the QA of AI-based
systems. They defined basic concepts of AI-based systems and characterized their artifact type, process,
and quality characteristics. They also identified eight key challenges of AI-based systems. Inspired by
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these previous studies, we aim to understand the QA badges in OSS, which could look at the QA situation
from a new perspective to some extent. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first authors to conduct
such a study.

Study on badges. Many studies have examined software ecosystems in different aspects, including
communication [37–40], changes [41–43], dependencies [44–47], static analysis [48], testing and continuous
integration [49–51]. However, there exists little work focusing on badges. Trockman et al. [4] conducted
an empirical study of badges in npm packages. They found that non-trivial badges, which display the
build status, test coverage, and currency of dependencies, are mostly reliable signals, correlating with
more tests, better pull requests, and fresher dependencies. Legay et al. [10] analyzed repositories in
Cargo and Packagist and found that the most widespread badges convey either static information or
relay information about the build status of a project and are typically added early in projects. Inspired
by previous work, especially Trockman et al. [4], our study focuses on QA badges which make up a large
proportion of all badges, and presented a detailed analysis of them. Also, our dataset is more general
and representative, making our findings more reliable and generalizable.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the first large-scale empirical study on QA badges on GitHub. We collect a large
dataset containing 100,000 popular GitHub projects written in 10 popular programming languages and
their 57,363 badges. Inside QA badges, we build a category for all QA badges based on the properties
they focus on, which shows the types of QA badges developers use. Then, we analyze the frequency of
the properties that QA badges focus on, and property combinations, too, which presents their use status.
Outside QA badges, we conduct a correlation analysis between QA badges and some software metrics
that have potential relationships with code quality, contribution quality, and popularity. We find that
QA badges have statistically significant correlations with many software metrics.
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Appendix A (1) GitHub: https://github.com/ (2) Bitbucket: https://bitbucket.org/ (3) Travis CI: https://travis-ci.org/ (4)
Coveralls: https://coveralls.io/ (5) Snyk: https://snyk.io/ (6) DeepScan: https://deepscan.io/ (7) Code Climate: https://codeclimate.
com/ (8) Codacy: https://www.codacy.com/ (9) SymfonyInsight: https://insight.symfony.com/ (10) Stryker Mutator: https:
//stryker-mutator.io/ (11) Inch-CI: http://inch-ci.org/ (12) Read the Docs: https://readthedocs.org/ (13) FOSSA: https://fossa.
com/ (14) CII Best Practice: https://bestpractices.coreinfrastructure.org/ (15) SonarCloud: https://sonarcloud.io/ (16) Scru-
tinizer: https://scrutinizer-ci.com/ (17) StyleCI: https://styleci.io/ (18) Prettier: https://prettier.io/ (19) HoundCI: https://
houndci.com/ (20) elasticsearch-sql: https://github.com/NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql (21) PyPI: https://pypi.org/ (22) aiohttp:
https://github.com/aio-libs/aiohttp
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